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The dye transfer process is the photographic printing
process used to produce the highest quality photographic
prints to be submitted to printers for reproduction. Dye
transfer prints are valued by advertising agencies for their
highly saturated colors and ease of retouching.
Photographers, museums, art galleries and collectors also
value dye prints for the archival qualities. Dye transfer
uses cyan, magenta, and yellow dyes to reproduce a color
image. Photographic masking is used extensively for color
correction, tone compression, and detail enhancement. The
masks are projected with the original transparency to make
continuous-tone separation negatives. Shallow-relief-
gelatin positive-image matrices are made by exposure from
light projected through the separation negatives. The
matrices carry the dyes to the paper base for printing.
The techniques used to produce the masks and separation
negatives are so difficult, expensive, and imprecise that
the future of the process is in jeopardy. Manufacturers of
electronic color prepress systems and color separation labs
would like to take over the market now served by the dye
transfer labs. Existing computer graphics technology,
however, cannot offer the same quality and capabilities.
Electronic color scanners exist to simplify the
photographic methods of masking and color separation.
Electronic color scanning techniques techniques have reduced
the time to produce color separations for printers from
eight hours to thirty minutes. The amount of film used to
make separations has been greatly reduced also.
Analysis of electronic color scanning techniques could
result in a similar savings of time and materials for dye
transfer labs. Use of scanners to produce continuous-tone
separation negatives for dye transfer would open a new
market for scanner manufacturers and color separation labs.
A less expensive method of producing dye transfer prints
could allow a greater profit margin for the dye transfer
labs and make the process more affordable for photographers.
An experiment was conducted to determine if acceptable
first -roll dye prints could be made from continuous-tone
separations produced with a scanner. Comparison of the time
and amount of materials required by the conventional
photographic and scanner methods were made. Four judges
with dye transfer process expertise determined that no
significant differences of quality existed between a group
of dye transfer prints produced by a conventional color
separation method and a group produced by an electronic
color scanning method. The hypothesis that separation
negatives produced by electronic scanning will provide
acceptable dye transfer prints that require minimal use of
the printing controls, with greater consistency, than
separation negatives produced by conventional photographic
techniques for dye transfer prints was proved correct.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The demand for color printing is at an all-time high and is
forecast to become even greater. As electrostatic and laser
printing take over the black and white document markets and
electronic media compete with newspapers, the printing
industry's unrivaled ability to produce large quantities of
full-color reproductions inexpensively becomes more
significant. As computer-generated color graphics
capabilities become more sophisticated, the ability of the
traditional printing processes to produce higher quality
color reproductions becomes more important. Recent
forecasts on the future of the printing industry including
the RIT Strategem '83 and the annual forecasts published by
the Graphic Arts Technical Foundation highlight the need to
concentrate research on improving the quality of color
1. 2.
reproducti ons .
Given the demand to produce color printing, all aspects
of the color reproduction process must be evaluated.
Significant and growing markets for the industry are catalog
and publication printing. The driving force behind these
markets is advertising. Companies searching for ways to
create interest and sustain demand for products and services
rely on the specific demographics of a magazine's readership
to reach a specific market niche. Catalogs target an even
more specific group.
Advertising agencies represent the various companies to
ensure that products are represented in the best possible
manner. The agencies are the intermediate between the
advertiser and the printer. Increasingly technologically
knowledgeable, the advertising agencies are often a
printer's most demanding customers. The problem for the
printer is to find a method to deliver the high quality
demanded at the least cost. A method of solving this problem
is the creation of specialized segments dealing with a
specific stage of the printing process.
Color separation houses receive original artwork from
advertising agencies to produce the color separation films
used to make the plates or cylinders used by the
lithographic and gravure processes for publication printing.
Advertising agencies obtain their original artwork from
illustrators and photographers. Typically, changes must be
made to the artwork. In the case of photographs, lighting,
color, and composition must be exactly as an art director
desires. The desired effects are not always found in
reality and modifications must be added after the photograph
has been made. Depending on the degree of the modification
required, the color separation house may be able to make the
changes. In other instances, the required changes may be
that the photograph becomes only an element of the finished
artwork. For this type of original, the work goes to a
photographic lab specializing in the dye transfer process.
Dye transfer labs specialize in the production of
prints that precisely meet an art director's specifications.
The image assembly required by an advertising agency for a
typical photographic illustration is described by Warren
Krey, vice-president and director of art services at Dancer
Fitzgerald Sample, Incorporated, of New York for
...a print advertisement of five cars parked
on icebergs. The cars were each photographed
separately and one of the transparencies was
flopped. Since they were not shot together,
a color shift occurred. The color balance
was corrected to make it appear they all had
been shot under the same light.
...the original background photo, ...was repeated
three times on the dye transfer to produce a
panorama. The strip marks were retouched out
and icebergs in the foreground were put in
separately. When all these images were com
bined on the dye transfer, the retoucher was
asked to change one car from a two-door to a
four-door model. At this point, seven pieces
of art had been stripped together to produce
one dye transfer.
From the time the dye transfer was presented
to the agency until it reached the engraver,
an additional color change was made; the icebergs
became a colder blue, the foreground a sharper
red. 3.
There has been some crossover between the functions of
the color separation and the dye transfer labs. Color
corrections may be made to an image after the screened
separations for the printing processes have been made. The
halftone dot area for a given area may be reduced for one or
more of the color separations by chemical or photographic
methods. This work is done by a skilled dot etcher, who,
from years of experience, knows the reductions necessary to
effect desired color changes. Dot etching is time consuming
and is used mainly to correct deviations from the original
caused by errors of the camera or scanner operator.
Occasionally, an art director requests deviations from the
original. Normally, these corrections are minor and will be
less expensive than using the dye transfer process. It is
possible to make modifications of the extent described in
the example of the car advertisement, but color separation
houses are not currently equiped to do so economically.
Profits can best be realized by specializing in production
of color separations.
Color separation houses would like to increase their
share of the photographic retouching market. The recent
introduction of electronic pre-press systems said to be
capable of the flexibility of the dye transfer process are
evidence of this desire. The systems are not yet capable of
the same results despite the claims of the manufacturers.
The design of these systems may cause a degradation of the
image and the systems are difficult to operate profitably.
The electronic pre-press systems are still in the
development stage.
Quality, for a color reproduction process, is
determined by a number of interdependent factors:
psychological reference colors, color fidelity, color
correction, gray balance, resolution, and tone reproduction.
Each of these characteristics are considered and adjusted to
ensure the most accurate reproduction for a given printing
system. The description offered here is for the printing
processes. Similar characteristics are considered in the
production of photographic prints.
Psychological reference colors are the colors of
objects people see regularly and subconsciously expect.
Apples are expected to be reproduced by certain shades of
red, green, or yellow. Color fidelity is a similar, but
more specific requirement that the colors and tonal values
of the reproduction closely match the original image. Color
correction is determined by the success of the color printer
to identify and correct the inherent impurities of the
process inks. Gray balance is achieved when the neutral
gray areas of the original appear gray when printed by the
three process colors. The degree of resolution of a print
is determined by the sharpness of edges, lines, and corners;
accurate registration of the three or four layers of inks or
dyes; and by the density differences of adjacent areas.
Good tone reproduction depends on the ability to make the
necessary sacrifices in the reproduction where the effect
will be least noticeable to compensate for imperfections of
a printing system.
A color reproduction system capable of an exact tone-
for tone reproduction of the original does not exist. The
degree of quality a color reproduction is said to have
cannot be stated in absolute terms. However, nearly every
person has an opinion, based on the above considerations, as
to the verisimilitude or credibility of a given reproduction
to his perceived reality. When a number of opinions are
collected and subjected to statistical analysis, trends
emerge to allow general agreement of what consitutes
accurate reproduction.
Photographic reproduction is considered to be capable
of higher quality reproduction than commercial graphic arts
printing. This is due to a greater purity of colorants, the
absence of the halftone patterns, and the greater density
range of photographic print materials. Colors are brighter
and more detail is evident. The dye transfer process is
considered superior to other photographic print processes
because of the many controls available to make fine
adjustments to color fidelity, gray balance, and tone
reproduction. Quality among dye transfer prints is
determined by color balance, tone reproduction, and
resol uti on .
Footnotes
1.
Ed Owen, A Report to the Attendees of Strategem
1983 (Rochester, NY: Rochester Institute of Technology,
1983).
2.
Graphic Arts Technical Foundation, 1985 Technology
Forecast (Pittsburgh: Graphic Arts Technical Foundation ,
1985).
3.
"Experts Tell How to Prepare Color Photography for
Print Reproduction", Printing News (April 2, 1983) : 16 .
CHAPTER 2
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
The major limitation to the future of the dye transfer
process is the expense of a finished print. This is due to
the amount of time and amount of materials required to
produce a print. The numerous controls and variables
responsible for the degree of flexibility and quality
inherent in the process have the unfortunate side effect of
making the process so f rustrati ngly slow and complicated,
that the system would appear in danger of collapsing under
its weight. The production of the separation negatives
accounts for most of this cost.
Photographic masks must be made to control the tone
compression, color correction and detail enhancement in the
making of the color separations. Often, many sheets of film
and several hours are required to meet specific minimum and
maximum density aimpoints, and contrast requirements for the
masks. Once the correct masks have been made, the set of
separation negatives must be made. These have similar
specific aimpoint requirements. The mask and separation
characteristics are achieved by juggling combinations of
exposure and processing times.
Commercial dye transfer labs have automatic processors
dedicated to processing masking films or separation films.
Programmable exposure integrators control exposures
precisely. Despite these efforts a competent dye transfer
9
technician requires eight hours to produce a set of films
for a single straight dye print. Even after exposures and
processing have been calibrated to produce films with
specific characteristics, an acceptable print may not be
attainable on the first printing. This may be due to the
characteristics of the original image or due to a less than
precise system of exposure and processing. For these cases,
additional photographic masking may be required or the dyes
may have to be altered to obtain an acceptable print.
For a dye transfer lab with less sophisticated exposing
and processing systems, it is typical to use many dye
printing controls or
"tricks"
to make up for the
deficiencies of the separations and to avoid making another
set of separation films. The standard dye printing controls
of adjusting the pH of the dyes to vary the print contrast
and varying the amount of dye that is rinsed from the matrix
to control overall print density are effective only to a
certain degree. After these controls have been used, the
dye transfer craftsman may roll a color twice to achieve
gray balance. The amount of dye in a matrix can also be
decreased by decreasing the amount of time it is in the dye
bath. A new set of matrices may be exposed and processed to
adjust contrast. The list of techniques that can be used to
get an acceptable print to avoid making a new set of
separation negatives is almost endless.
10
A minimum of 15 minutes is required to produce a
finished, dry, dye print. Four attempts to obtain an
1.
acceptable print is considered normal. A dozen or more
attempts to obtain an acceptable print is not uncommon.
Obviously, the time and materials required to adjust the
printing controls adds a great deal to the cost of a dye
print. The problem is not with the actual printing process.
Once a printing technique has been worked out to get an
acceptable print from a given set of films, that print may
be reproduced many times with no observable variability.
Given a precise method of producing separation negatives, it
should be possible for a top-quality lab to obtain an
acceptable dye print on the first printing attempt.
Because of high production costs, the profit margin for
a dye transfer lab is relatively low even though the price
of a finished dye print is quite high. A straight dye print
with minimum color correction and no strip-ins typically
costs the buyer $800. A simple two-element strip-in starts
at around $1200. The usual turnaround time for a job is
three to five days. Rush jobs can be accomplished in less
than 24 hours with no decrease in quality for approximately
2.
treble the basic rate. But, despite the high costs, the
prints are so well crafted and such a variety of effects are
3.
possible, the agencies pay the price. The dye transfer
industry actually expanded in 1984. Eastman Kodak recently
11
turned down an offer to purchase the process as it is still
4.
a profitable market for the company.
While the agencies may be willing to pay the high cost
of a dye print, it is possible another market would open if
the cost of a basic dye print could be reduced. Another
quality of the dye transfer print is the unique ability of
the organic dyes to withstand fading. Color prints produced
on widely available Ektacolor print materials will fade
5.
noticeably after 10 - 15 years. This is a concern to
amateur photographers as well as professional photographers,
museums and fine-art galleries and collectors. Dye prints
are said to be fade-resistant in dark storage for at least
6.
150 years. The requisite black-and-white separation
negatives will retain their information even longer, in a
more durable form, to produce a fresh dye print. Given the
transitory nature of the Ektacolor materials, it is
surprising to observe that the majority of color prints in
the Museum of Modern Art in New York are printed on this
material. This is likely due to the relative scarcity of
competent dye transfer labs which may in turn be due to the
high cost and complexity of the process. Most photographers
are unable to afford the cost of producing their color work
with the dye transfer process.
A solution to the limitations of the dye transfer
process for the advertising agencies has been proposed in
the form of electronic color prepress systems. Yet, these
12
systems currently have their own limitations that preclude
replacement of the dye transfer photographic process by
digital means. The electronic prepress systems use computer
graphics technology to allow a graphic artist to compose an
image on a color cathode ray tube monitor, record the image
on a magnetic disk, and work on an alternative layout,
occasionally refering back to the original for comparison.
The operator is able to eliminate the conventional methods
of image assembly, color correction, and airbrush
retouching. The modifications may be seen within minutes of
the decision rather than the timespan of hours or days
required by conventional methods.
The saving of time realized by use of the electronic
prepress system has its own costs. The most obvious cost is
the initial investment required to purchase a prepress
system. In 1983, the cost of a complete system was
"anywhere from $1,500,000 to well over $2,500,000 and
7.
more...". The cost of the initial investment is passed
on to the customer at a rate of between $400 and $1000 per
hour. Accurate cost comparisons of conventional and
electronic prepress methods are not available.
The actual efficiency of the machines depends a great
deal on the skill of the operator. The skill of the
operator not only determines if a job will be less expensive
on an electronic system, but also determines the aesthetic
quality of the finished job. It has been
estimated that a
13
minimum of two months is required to train an operator,
however, other estimates have placed the time span to
achieve true competence at two years. Not only must an
operator have artistic talent, but also an understanding of
the technical aspects of color reproduction by the various
printing processes.
The difficulty of operating the system is caused by the
radically different operations and techniques used to
assemble an image. An operator views the "soft
proof"
image
on a color cathode ray tube monitor that emits light rather
than reflects light as a conventional print. The image on
the monitor is of red, blue, and green phosphors on a black
background; precisely the opposite of a printed image. A
sophisticated visualization skill is required to imagine the
monitor image as a printed page in order to make the very
fine adjustments in color balance or critical color
retouching that art directors demand. Existing page make-up
terminals do not have familiar tools for image manipulation.




to move the cursor about on the monitor.
A faster method of producing dye transfer prints would
be better than using electronic prepress systems for
production of photographs to be used as original artwork for
advertisements or for prints to be viewed critically. If a
new method of generating the necessary film separations for
dye transfer could be created, the immediacy of the
14
electronic prepress could be approached without the decrease
in quality that may result from using the electronic
prepress system. A faster method of producing dye transfer
prints could lower the cost to the dye transfer labs, allow
more prints to be produced for a given amount of time, and
increase the profit margin for the labs. Advertising
agencies would be less likely to use the electronic prepress
systems and would continue to support the dye labs with a
solid economic base. Perhaps given a less costly process,
the cost of a straight dye print could be reduced, allowing
an archi val -qual i ty print to be more readily available to
photographers and opening another market for the dye
transfer 1 abs .
An electronic color scanner could be used to make color
separations for the dye transfer process. Color scanners
have been used for years to solve the problems of producing
color separations for the printing processes. Use of
scanners by printers has reduced the time required to make a
set of separations from eight hours to thirty minutes. A
scanner can be programmed to correct for flaws in the
original transparency and produce films with specific
characteristics for a given printing process. Production of
continuous-tone separation negatives for the dye transfer
process would be a new market for the color separation
houses. Dye transfer labs may want to purchase color
15
scanners to produce in-house separations; opening a new
market for scanner manufacturers.
Given the problems stated, this researcher will attempt
to prove the following:
HYPOTHESIS
Separation negatives produced by electronic scanning will
provide acceptable dye transfer prints that require minimal
use of the printing controls, with greater consistency, than
separation negatives produced by conventional photographic
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CHAPTER 3
THE DYE TRANSFER PROCESS
The ability to combine several images into one composite
image or to effect extensive retouching and color correction
for the purpose of generating illustrative photographs for
the advertising industry has existed for years in the dye
transfer process. Introduced in 1942 by the Eastman Kodak
Company of Rochester, New York, the process was one of the
first commercial photographic color print processes and
1
remains unsurpassed in quality and archival characteristics.
Quality is derived from the opportunity to control the color
balance and contrast at every step of the system. The final
print is made of three organic dyes which have been absorbed
in a gelatin-coated paper carrier. The same dyes are used
for retouching a dye print to avoid color differences caused
by unequal reflectances of light from differing dye sets.
Virtually any form of color input may be reproduced on
a variety of substrates with this process. Color negative
or i nternegati ve material, positive color transparencies,
black-and-white separations made directly in a camera, and
hand-colored matrix film may be printed as reflection images
2.
on paper or cloth, or as transparent images on film. For
commercial work intended for reproduction, the majority of
the input information is in the form of color
transparencies. The most common output is a 20x24-inch
18
reflection print mounted on a board for retouching. The
print may be removed from the board for placement onto an
electronic scanner to produce separations for the printing
process.
The dye transfer process has changed very little since
its introduction and remains a somewhat obscure, labor-
intensive process. The basic steps seem simple. A
transparency is placed in an enlarger and the image
projected through a red filter to produce the black-and-
white separation negative for the cyan printer. This step
is repeated twice, using green and blue filters to produce
the separation negatives for the magenta and yellow
printers, respectively. The separations are each projected
onto sheets of matrix film, which are processsed by hand to
obtain a set of three shallow-relief gelatin positives on a
polyester base. The relief-height of the dye-holding gelatin
is in proportion to the amount of light passing through the
separation negative striking the matrix film.
The matrices are soaked in their respective magenta,
yellow, or cyan dyes. The dye-holding mats are then rolled
sequentially onto the dye transfer paper in register where
the dye diffuses from the mat to the paper.
The reputation which dye transfer has among most
photographers is that of a protracted, difficult,
painstaking procedure, and this is entirely justified.
Achievement of the degree of flexibility previously
19.
described requires a fair amount of experience with the
process, a familiarity with color theory, masking, and tone
reproduction, and a high level of manual dexterity. In a
high-quality professional dye transfer lab, many techniques
3.
developed over the years are employed. A transparency is
usually contact-printed to a number of pieces of ortho- and
pan-chromatic films to produce a variety of masks. Masks
usually required are "three highlight masks, two or more
principal or color-correction masks... . Supplementary







the original transparency in a
light oil to eliminate dust and surface abrasions. A point
light source and computerized exposure integrators ensure
maximum sharpness and precise exposures. Vacuum easels are
used for projection exposures. Eight-by-ten-inch enlargers
are bolted to a supporting wall to minimize vibrations. One
person will produce a job through to the beginning of the
dye printing stage to minimize variations due to
subjective
judgements .
Photographic masking is used for three purposes:
contrast reduction, color correction, and to maintain
the
sharpness of the image. Simply stated, a photographic mask
is a film reproduction of the original image. Normally,
a
panchromatic emulsion such as Kodak Pan Masking Film is




to withhold specific pre-determi ned amounts of exposure of
specific areas of the original to the coresponding areas of
the separation negative. In this way the 3.00 density range
of a color transparency can be reduced evenly to a
separation negative density range within the capabilities of
the dye transfer printing system. This function is referred
to as contrast reduction or tonal compression. It is
possible for the dye printer to choose to make the tonal
compression selectively rather than evenly. A higher




is a very high contrast mask
made with orthochromati c film that withholds exposure
completely to maintain the "paper
white"
specular
hi ghl i ghts .
Color correction is necessary to correct for unwanted
absorbtions of light by the dyes. The spectrum of colors
visible to most humans is divided, by convention, into three
equal parts, red, green, and blue. These are the tri
stimulus colors that relate to the sensitivities of the
light-sensitive cells (cones) in the retina of the eye that
allow humans to perceive color. These colors also
correspond to the colors of the filters used to make the
separation negatives. When the positive images made from
the red, blue, and green separation negatives are
dyed cyan,
yellow, and magenta (the complementary colors),
the original
image is formed in full color. This assumes that
each dye
21
absorbs only its complementary color of light. In fact,
this is not the case with commercially available dyes.
Magenta dye should absorb only its complement, green, but it
also absorbs some blue and red. Cyan should absorb only red,
but it also absorbs some green and blue. The yellow dye
absorbs blue, as it should, and only insignificant amounts
of the other two.
To correct for these flaws, color correction
masks are made with red or green filters over the light
6.
source. When a mask made with green light (complement of
magenta) is placed in register with the original
transparency, and blue light is projected through to expose
the separation negative film, less blue light will be
recorded in areas covered by the green mask with the end
result that less yellow will print where magenta also
prints. This corrects for the unwanted blue absorption of
the magenta dye. A red mask is made to block a certain
amount of green light from exposing the green separation
negative. This will cause less magenta to print where cyan
also prints to correct for the unwanted absorption of green
by the cyan dye. The red mask is also used to make the
red
separation negative, functioning only as a contrast
reduction mask. These color corrections of dyes are similar
to those made for printing inks. The density range of the




The third function of photographic masking is to
maintain the sharpness of the transparency. As an image is
transferred from one surface to another, loss of detail
occurs. Detail loss can be minimized by using unsharp
masks. Sufficiently unsharp masks can be made for dye
transfer by placing the base side of the original
transparency against the emulsion side of the masking film
in the contact printing frame. Light shining through the
transparency will diffuse sufficiently in the base layer to
7.
form an unsharp image on the masking film. Detail in a
picture can be said to be caused by differences in density
of adjacent areas. The unsharp mask exaggerates the density
differences so that when the separation is exposed through
the unsharp mask and transparency, "the increased contrast
edge will give the reproduction more detail than
8.
if the mask were not made
unsharp."
The specific mask characteristics of contrast and
density range are achieved by varying the amounts of
exposure and development, respectively. The juggling of
these two variables to meet precise specifications makes the
masking step the most difficult
and expensive stage of the
process. Many sheets of film at a cost over a dollar
per
five-by-seven-inch sheet can be consumed to make one mask.
The time required to process the film is an
additional
expense. The three separation negatives have
similar
specifications of contrast and density range that must be
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met. If special color correction is required to meet
customer requirments, additional masking must be done. A
competent dye transfer technician will spend eight hours
separating a transparency for a "straight", no-frills print.
If a montage print is to be produced, mechanical key-
line masks must be made to either isolate or withhold
exposure for the image to be inserted. The photographic
masks are required for each element of a montage print
before the separation negatives can be made. Techniques are
also employed to soften the edges of combined images for a
more realistic effect.
During the dye-printing stage, controls are available
to adjust the final density, contrast, and color balance by
rinsing more or less dye from the gelatin or by changing the
pH of the dyes. Dye transfer is accomplished by rolling the
dye-holding matrix onto the dye transfer paper. The dyes
are acidic and the solution used to condition the paper is
neutral to slightly alkaline. A matrix is removed from the
dye bath and rinsed for one minute in a solution of 1%
Acetic Acid to rinse out the excess dye. If a small amount
(0-30 mis per half-liter) of 5% Sodium Acetate solution is
added to this rinse, more dye will be removed. Addition of
0-10 mis 28% Acetic Acid per half-liter of 1% Acetic Acid
will reduce the amount of dye rinsed out. These controls
affect overall printing density of each dye.
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If the pH of the dyes is adjusted, the contrast of the
printed image will be affected. Addition of a 28% Acetic
Acid solution or a 10% Tri ethanol amine solution to the dye
baths will increase or decrease the contrast respectively.
Also during the printing stage, additional measures
are taken to ensure that no dust or other contaminants reach
the print surface. The paper conditioner solution is made
with with filtered water. The dyes are treated with
formaldehyde to kill bacteria and then filtered. The dye
trays are covered with plastic sheets to keep dust out.
Other trays are washed carefully with filtered water.
Finally, the technician wears rubber gloves to guard against
oils and dirt from the hands spoiling the fragile matrices
or the final print.
Although the procedure appears formidable, the many
controls allow for very exacting specifications to be
routinely obtained. An agency often requires that the
colors of a print should exactly match a paint color as it
appears on a car, or to reproduce exactly a special shade of
eyeliner or lipstick for a cosmetics advertisement. If
further modifications need to be made to the print, the same
dyes are used to retouch or airbrush. This way, noticeable
color differences due to retouching may be avoided. The
colors of the print will remain true regardless of the
texture or lighting of the subject due to the uniform
characteristics and fine grain of the photographic
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materials. The print may also be constructed to help ensure
that it may be reproduced as faithfully as possible by the
color separator and printer for the final reproduction.
When the printer receives the dye print to be
reproduced, it is placed on a scanner or process camera and
the four-color separation set is made. Color correction are
made at this point to correct for the hue errors in the
standard process color ink set prescribed by Standard Web
Offset Printing specifications for the
advertising/publication printers. Off-press or proof-press
proofs are made and critically examined by the advertising
art director and the color separator. Additional local
color corrections may need to be made in critical areas.
These are handled by the dot etcher who works directly on
the halftone film. At this point the final separation
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The phrase "electronic color scanner" is to mean "a machine
that produces color separations by optically scanning the
colored original image. Electronics are used to modify
contrast and color correction before creating each
1.
separation either on photographic film or printing
plates."
An electronic color scanner may also be used as an input
device for an electronic color prepress system to convert
the varying densities of an original image to electronic
signals (digitization) for more extensive modifications by
computer graphics hardware and software.
Electronic color scanners exist to simplify the color
correction, detail enhancement, and tone compression masking
techniques of the color separation process for the printing
industry. The concept of electronic scanning was devised in
1937 as a means to take advantage of equations developed by
Hans Neugebauer relating "the tristimulus values of original
copy to the density of ink in
three- or four-color halftone
2.
reproduction."
Research by RCA led to the development of a
crude scanner that color-corrected according to the
Neugebauer equations. The project was abandoned in the mid-
1950s when it was found the purely theoretical approach of
3.
the equations did not yield acceptable separations.
Eastman Kodak Company was also investigating methods
of simplifying color
correction and invented a color
28
4.
separation scanner in 1937. Color correction was based
5.
on empirical data and yielded better results.
Development of the Kodak scanner was taken over by Printing
Developments Incorporated (PDI), a subsidiary of Time,
Incorporated .
Other important scanner developments were introduced by
Rudolf Hell and Crosfield. The Vari o-Kl i schograph was
introduced to engrave metal plates and cylinders directly
for the letterpress and gravure processes. Acceptance was
slow for the early scanners, except for the Helio-
Kl i schograph . The output from these scanners was in the
form of continuous-tone negatives or positives which had to
be converted to halftones by conventional methods.




The advantages of the
scanners were that a better black separation could be
produced, and color correction was somewhat simplified.
Improvements in electronics, computer technology, light
sources, and photographic materials have contributed to a
greater acceptance. In 1985, by various estimates, over 75%
of color separations produced for the printing industry are
made with electronic scanning techniques.
A simplified diagram of a typical scanner is found
7.
in figure 1. A scanner consists of these basic components:
analyzing and exposing drums, optics systems
for analyzing

























































diagram of an electronic color
scanner.
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computer, sizing computer, and light sources for analyzing
and exposing. Most color scanners have these basic
components. The following descriptive paragraphs generally
describe the Hell DC-300 color scanner. The DC-300 is the
scanner most commonly found in use in the United States.
Introduced in the mid-1970s, it is the first scanner to
generate color halftone separations without a halftone
contact screen. Other manufacturers have designed their
scanners similar to the DC-300. The DC-300 configuration
can be used as a generic description of basic scanner
design. For the testing of the hypothesis, the Linoscan
4050, now manufactured by Royal Zenith, will be used. The
4050 deviates from the basic design in several significant
areas. These differences will be discussed where
appropri ate.
A small beam of bright light is projected through a
transparency mounted on the clear analyzing
drum and travels
to the analyzing optics. As the drum rotates,
the beam of
light travels slowly across the image with
the analyzing
optics. The analyzing light advances the
width of the beam
with each rotation of the analyzing drum. This
is one "scan
line". The number of scan lines per inch
determines the
amount of detail that can be reproduced. Scanning
resolution for different scanners varies from 250 scan lines
8 .
per inch to 2,000 scan lines
per inch.
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The analyzing optics consist of various lenses,
filters, and prisms to split the analyzing beam into four
identical beams. One beam is sent to the unsharp masking
photomultiplier tube. The other three go to separate
photomultiplier tubes covered with a red, green, or blue
filter. At this point the original light is separated into
red, green, and blue optical signals. The photomultiplier
tubes create an electronic signal that varies in proportion
to the amount of light that strikes its surface.
The Linoscan 4050 color scanner differs in design from
other scanners by using one photomultiplier tube to generate
the three electronic color signals. The analyzing light
source is projected through a prism to create a spectrum
which is projected through a spinning aperture disk. The
spinning disk sequentially divides the spectrum into red,
blue, and Ijreen light. Each color is projected through the
transparency, striking the photomultiplier tube. The
spinning aperture disk and the analyzing
drum are
synchronized to allow each color to shine through the
transparency for one revolution of the drum. The analyzing
drum will spin three times before advancing for the next
scan line. Advantages of this design are said to include
more accurate color balance, less maintenance, and lower
initial cost for the Linoscan 4050.
The converted red, green, and blue electronic signals
are sent to the color
computer where each signal is modified
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according to the required amounts of cyan, magenta, and
yellow that have been programmed into the computer by the
operator. The operator must consider the characteristics of
the process ink set the image is to printed with; customer
preferences- whether the original is to be closely
reproduced or a possible color cast is to be removed; the
specific characteristics of the printing press; the type of
paper; and the emulsion or surface characteristics of the
original transparency or reflection print. This stage of
the scanning process corresponds with the color correcting
functions of photographic masking techniques.
The detail enhancement function of photographic masking
is emulated electronically by the scanner. A disadvantage
of the electronic method is that the contrast exaggeration
occurs only in the direction of drum rotation, that is,
along the edges parallel to the drum axis.
Photographic
masking exaggerates detail contrast
in all directions. The
electronic effect can be much more pronounced. At the
extreme limit, a thin black outline is noticeable where
detail enhancement has occurred.
The electronic unsharp masking effect is obtained by a
combination of two signals, one generated by the unsharp
masking
photomultiplier tube and the other from a color
signal photomultiplier tube. Each signal
generated by a
color photomultipier tube is determined by the
amount of





sharp aperture allows only the light from a small area of
the original to strike the color separation
photomul ti pi i ers . The unsharp photomultiplier receives its
light simultaneously through a larger aperture. The signal
generated by the unsharp photomultiplier will be different
that the signal from the sharp photomultiplier. The
difference between the values of the two signals is added to
the value of the sharp photomultiplier signal. The result
is a signal which reduces the density in lighter,
immediately adjacent areas, and increases the density in the
adjacent darker areas. Controls are available to the
operator to adjust the amount of edge contrast, the width of
the exaggerated density differences, and the density
differences required to initiate electronic detail
10.
enhancement for a particular area of the original. These
controls are associated with the section of the scanner
identified as the "signal
mixer"
on the scanner schematic
diagram (See Figure 1).
Electronic scanning techniques allow good tone
reproduction to be accomplished much more easily than with
photographic masking. Good tone reproducton depends on the
ability to make the necessary
sacrifices in the tonal range
of the reproduction where the effect will be least
noticeable. Good overall contrast of the
print is a
function of tone reproduction.
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For photographic masking, the Kodak A,M,B Three Point
Control system is often used to help in the determination of
middletone placement. The "A", "M", and
"B"
points on a gray
scale correspond to the highlight, middletone, and shadow
areas of a transparency. With this system, the color
separater may choose either to increase contrast in the
highlights and reduce contrast in the shadow areas, or, for
low-key originals with important detail in the shadow areas,
the contrast may be reduced in the highlights and increased
in the shadows. The color separator is limited to choosing
one area or the other to make the tonal compression.
The determination of where to increase or decrease the
contrast requires the operator to accurately and predictably
place the midtone. An increase in contrast will emphasize
detail and a decrease in contrast will decrease detail.
Failure to predict or place the midtone accurately will
likely result in a lesser quality reproduction. The
difficulty of producing a desired photographic mask
characteristic dictates a lesser degree of flexibility to
optimize tone reproduction.
The Hell DC-300 scanner allows control of five
aimpoints rather than three to control tone reproduction.
This control is located at the section marked "tone
computer"
on the scanner schematic diagram. The five
aimpoints are the highlight, mid-highlight, middletone, mid-
shadow, and shadow areas.
When two points are brought
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closer together, detail and contrast are increased and the
amount of tonal compression made is reduced. When two
points are spread further apart, detail and contrast are
reduced, but the necessary evil
11. of tonal compression is accomplished. In this manner,
it is possible to increase detail in both the highlight and
shadow areas while maintaining the correct midtone
12.
placement. Theoretically, five-point control is possible
with photographic masking techniques, but the amount of time
and materials that would be required make such a procedure
prohibitively expensive on a production basis.
The Linoscan 4050 uses a four-point control system
to control tone reproduction. The 4050 does not have an
adjustment for the 3/4-tone. Although this control is
not as flexible as the control of the DC-300, the midtone
can be accurately and predictably placed and a considerable
saving of time and materials realized.
The DC-300 and 4050 also vary in the way the separation
film is exposed. The DC-300 uses a laser light source to
expose the separation film. In the halftone mode, the
intensity of the light source does not correspond to the
variations in original transparency density. The size of
the individual halftone dots are determined by the computer
according to the
information that has been entered by the
operator. The DC-300 is referred to as a dot-generating
scanner. The 4050 is referred to as a
direct-screen scanner,
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For the 4050, the halftones are formed by a variable
intensity light source exposing film through a halftone
contact screen. The intensity of the exposing light source
varies in relation to the original densities according to
information the operator has entered into the computer.
This design allows the 4050 to be converted to a continuous-
tone output mode more easily than the DC-300. To convert
the DC-300 to continuous-tone output, the exposing head must
be replaced with one containing a variable light source.
This new light source must be focused on the film, a trial-
and-error process that can take several hours. For the
4050, the film is simply exposed without a contact screen.
The exposing light must also be refocused on the film, but
this is easily accomplished by adjusting the output lens to
a calibrated setting that corresponds to the thickness of
the film.
Other scanner functions include the computation of the
characteristics for the black separation for four-color
printing. This function is extremely useful to printers who
must add black ink to correct for ink pigment deficiences
and the problems associated with light scattering due to the
use of the halftone screen. Negative or positive
image
generation may also be chosen.
A wide range of enlargement
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The following procedures will be used to test the hypothesis
that separations produced by electronic scanning will
provide acceptable dye tyransfer prints that require minimal
use of the printing controls, with greater consistency, than
separation negatives produced by conventional photographic
techniques for dye transfer prints.
A test image will be produced containing a gray scale
and the Macbeth color checker. This image will be a sharp,
color-balanced 4x5-inch Ektachrome transparency exposed with
a color-balanced light source. Additional transparencies
will be used to allow judgement of more typical images. A
variety of subjects will be used to help minimize prejudices
in the testing. These will be sharp Ektachrome
transparencies containing wide tonal ranges and fine detail.
These additional transparencies are not required to be
color-bal anced.
Separation negatives from the test transparency and
three additional transparencies will be produced utilizing
photographic masking and separation techniques according to
procedures outlined in the Kodak Dye Transfer Process manual
and subsequent addenda. The films and prints will be made
at the College of Graphic Arts and Photography,
Rochester
Institute of Technology. Efforts will be made to
optimize
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the color balance of the test image by the controls
available in the dye transfer printing procedure. Records
will be kept of materials used, time spent, and printing
controls used.
The test image print will be used in a tone
reproduction study to determine if good tone reproduction
has been achieved and to derive calibration information for
the scanner. The method to be used to obtain this
information will be the construction of a "Jones Diagram".
First published in 1920 by Eastman Kodak Company, the
Jones Diagram was invented by Loyd A. Jones to find "...how
closely it is possible by the photographic process to
produce a reproduction which will, when viewed, excite in
the mind of the observor the same sensation as that
resulting from the observation of the
original."
"A graphic
solution [Jones Diagram] of the problem is given by means of
which it is possible to determine quantitatively the
departures from exact reproduction of both brightness and
1.
contrast in the finished
print."
The diagram has been
developed by printers to determine how closely a photograph
2.
has been reproduced by a printing process (See figure 2).
A similar diagram may be used for the dye transfer
process. Quadrant 1 will be the separation negative/matrix
printing curve. The
densities read with a
reflection/transmission densitometer from the gray scale of
40
Figure 2. Example of a Jones Diagram for a printing
process.
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the dye print will be plotted (Y-axis) against the densities
found in the corresponding areas of the separation negative.
Quadrant 2 shows desired reproduction. Ideal
reproduction is the 45-degree line indicating theoretically
perfect reproduction. The desired reproduction curve is
derived by plotting the point of maximum density of the gray
scale as read from the original transparency (X-axis)
against that same point from the dye print (Y-axis). A
point is located midway on a line extending from the point
of maximum density vertically to the 45-degree perfect
reproduction line. A straight line is drawn from the origin
towards this point. At the 1.00 density line on the X-axis,
a K&E #57 1685 60 curve is used to draw the desired
3.
reproduction curve to the point of maximum density. It
has been determined empirically by Yule that this curve
holds true for all printing processes.
A 45-degree straight-line "transfer
curve"
extending
from the origin is drawn in Quadrant 3. The required camera
curve is drawn in Quadrant 4. The curve is plotted by
selecting a point on the original scale, tracing a line
first vertically up to the desired reproduction curve, next,
horizontally over to the separation negative/matrix curve,
then, down vertically into Quadrant 4. A second line is
traced down vertically, from the same original density point
as before, to the 45-degree transfer curve in Quadrant 3,
then horizontally into Quadrant 4. A
point is plotted where
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the two lines intersect. This procedure is repeated for
various other original densities until enough points are
plotted to draw an accurate curve by connecting the points.
This required camera curve will be used to calibrate the
scanner to produce films with the proper tone reproduction
characteristics for the dye transfer printing process.
Eight-by-ten-inch continuous-tone separation negatives
will be produced with a Linoscan 4050 electronic color
scanner. A method of proofing the separations is desired
because of the time and expense required to produce a dye
print. However, no prescribed method of proofing dye
transfer separation negatives is readily available. Tests
will be conducted to investigate the possible use of
available photographic color printing materials as proofing
materials.
The matrix film will be exposed by contact in a vacuum
frame with a point-light source. Processing of the matrix
film will be as outlined in the Kodak Dye Transfer Process
manual and subsequent addenda. Printing of the matrices
will include only minimal use of the printing
controls
available. This minimal use could
include slight
modifications to the first rinse dye bath and adjustment of
the pH of the dyes.
The minimal use of printing controls will be part of
the testing for the hypothesis.
An acceptable dye print
should be obtainable on the second attempt,
if not the
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first. This allows for variability in the hand- processing
of the matrices due to the relative inexperience of this
experimenter. Records will be kept of all printing controls
used for each print. Records will also be kept detailing
time spent setting up the scanner; scanning and processing
time; and amount of materials used for each print.
Four dye transfer prints will be made from scanner-
generated separation films. These prints will be from the
same transparencies used to produce the conventionally-
separated dye prints. Four qualified observers, experienced
with the dye transfer process, will determine if all eight
prints are of acceptable quality. The prints will be judged
one at a time, in a random order, by each judge under
standard viewing conditions. Scores ranging from one
(unacceptable) to ten (optimum) will be given for each of
seven criteria. Criteria used to judge acceptable quality
include tone reproduction, psychological reference colors,
gray balance, resolution, color correction, and color
fidelity. Judges will also be asked to give an "overall
acceptability"
score for each print.
Statistical analysis of the scores will allow a
determination to be made concerning consistency of quality
among the prints for each method. A determination will also
be made concerning similarity of quality obtained for the
conventional method and for the scanner method.
Footnotes
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As part of the methodology of this experiment, tests were
performed to find a suitable proofing method for continuous-
tone separation negatives for the dye transfer process. The
dye transfer printing process requires expensive materials
and several hours to produce a print, and would be an
unacceptable way to evaluate separation films. Conventional
pre-press proofs used to represent the printed image of
separation halftone films cannot reproduce the tonal range
of the continuous-tone separations. For these reasons,
conventional photographic color print processes were
evaluated for suitablity as a proofing method. Evaluations
included comparisons of color gamuts and tone reproduction.
Unfortunately, as a result of these tests, an acceptable
method of proofing could not be found. No proofing method
was used for this experiment.
Two widely available and relatively inexpensive color
photographic print processes are Eastman Kodak Company's
Ektacolor and Ektaflex. Exposure of these materials is by
contact to the separation negatives in a vacuum frame from a
point light source through red, green, and blue filters.
Gray balance is achieved by varying
the times of the
exposures through each filter. Both materials may may be
processed in automatic processors to help ensure consistent
resul ts .
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A quality of the dye transfer process is the relative
purity and degree of saturation of the three process color
dyes compared to other photographic print processes. If a
proof is to be a useful representation of the final dye
transfer print, the gamut of proofing colors must be as
close as possible to the gamut of dye transfer colors. If
the color gamuts are similar, then the hues and saturaton of
the two processes will be close enough to allow a rough
evaluation of the color separations.
A method of comparing the color gamuts of subtractive
color dye sets may be established by using a reflection
densitometer with red, blue, and green filters and plotting
computed data on a Graphic Arts Technical Foundation (GATF)
Subtractive Color Triangle (See Figure 3. GATF
1.
Color Triangle). This method was originally devised for use
with subtractive color printing inks and it was
adapted here
for use with subtractive color photographic dyes.
A reflection densitometer was
calibrated for each color
filter with calibration patches. It was
then zeroed on the
white substrate surface of
the material holding the dye to
be measured. Cyan, magenta, and yellow
color patches of
each material were
measured through the red, green, and blue
filters of the densitometer,
respectively. These density
readings were recorded
and computations made to determine
hue error and grayness
percentages (see Table 1). Percent
Hue Error of a color is
computed by dividing the medium
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REFLECTION DENSITOMETER READINGS* AND CALCULATED PERCENT HUE
ERROR AND PERCENT GRAYNESS FOR CYAN, MAGENTA
AND YELLOW DYES
DYE TRANSFER SET
RED GREEN BLUE %HUE ERROR %GRAYNESS
CYAN 2.13 1.02 .31 47.8 14.5
MAGENTA .12 1.79 .44 24.5 6.7
YELLOW .02 .09 1.97 4.5 1.0
EKTAFLEX SET
RED GREEN BLUE %HUE ERROR %GRAYNESS
CYAN 2.14 .53 .33 24.7 15.3
MAGENTA .16 2.25 .75 27.8 7.0
YELLOW .01 .19 1.73 11.5 .5
EKTACOLOR SET
RED GREEN BLUE %HUE ERROR %GRAYNESS
CYAN 2.18 .87 .52 40.0 23.8
MAGENTA .39 2.20 1.77 80.4 17.7
YELLOW .03 .32 1.86 17.2 1.6
?Through red, green, and blue filters of Cosar Reflection
Densitometer, Serial Number 833894. Densitometer calibrated
using manufacturer-supplied calibration patches and zeroed on
white area of each substrate.
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density reading (M) minus the low density reading (L) by the
high density reading (H) minus the low density reading and
M-L
multiplying by 100 (% Hue Error=H-L x 100). Percent
Grayness of a color is computed by dividing the low density
reading (L) by the high density reading (H) and
L
multiplying by 100 (% Grayness= TTx 100). The computed
numbers are the coordinate points for each color to be
plotted on the Subtractive Color Triangle.
The GATF Subtractive Color Triangle can be used to
indicate the gamut of colors possible with a given set of
subtractive color dyes. When the Percent Hue Error and
Percent Grayness values of each dye color are plotted as
coordinates and the points connected by straight lines, the
area enclosed is the gamut of colors that can be produced by
that set of dyes. According to GATF, colors falling outside
the lines can be matched in hue, but not in purity.
For the purposes of this evaluation, the dye set
gamut
that most closely matched the
Dye Transfer dye set gamut was
considered the more desirable to use as
a proofing process.
As can be observed in Figure 3, the
color gamut of the
Ektaflex dyes is a much closer
match of the Dye Transfer
gamut than the gamut of the
Ektacolor dyes. While the Dye
Transfer and Ektaflex gamuts
are not an identical match, the
Ektaflex may be
used used more easily
than the Ektacolor to
quickly and economically
judge how a set of continuous-tone
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separation negatives will print using the Dye Transfer
process .
While a close correlation of color gamuts was
demonstrated, tests for similarity of tone reproduction
yielded poor results. Separation films that produced prints
exhibiting desired tone reproduction for the dye transfer
process also produced Ektaflex prints with much different
tone reproduction (See Figure 4. Tone Reproduction Curve
#1).
A useful proofing system must be able to produce a
proof which closely resembles the dye transfer print from a
given set of separations. Similarity tone reproduction is
as critical an attribute as similarity of color gamuts. The
wide difference in tone reproduction between the Ektaflex
and Dye Transfer processes prevented the use of Ektaflex
materials as a proofing material. This experimenter was
left with little choice but to forego the use of a proofing
system for this experiment. Separations were evaluated
visually. A transmission densitometer was used to measure
separation film densities in the highlight, midtone, and
shadow to check for gray balance.
Adjustments to the
scanner for tone reproduction and color correction were made
after viewing a










FIGURE 4. Tone Reproduction Curve #1.
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CHAPTER 7
RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT- CONVENTIONAL SEPARATIONS
The conventional method of making separation negatives for
the dye transfer process involves making a series of contact
exposures on masking and separation film. The films
produced must meet aimpoints specified in Addenda to the
Kodak E-80 Dye Transfer Manual: Masking and Separating
1.
Transparencies by Contact. A gray step wedge is mounted
next to the transparency on a piece of fully-exposed and
processed orthochromati c lith film. A transmission
densitometer is used to locate steps of the wedge
corresponding to density readings of 0.40 and 2.40. In
total darkness, the mounted transparency and step wedge are
placed in a contact exposing frame with a similar size sheet
of Kodak Pan Masking film with the base of the transparency
towards the emulsion of the masking film. The emulsion side
of the original transparency should be next to the glass of
the contacting frame, facing the exposing light source. A
photographic enlarger with a white light source projecting
through a red Wratten #29 filter is used to expose the red
principal mask. An initial exposure of 70 seconds, f/4.5
with an enlarger height of 40 inches from the
contacting frame to the
carrier stage of the enlarger is
made. The masking film is
then processed in a Versamat
automatic film processor in Kodak Duraflo developer. All
exposure and development values
given are for conditions
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found in the third floor facilities of the School of
Photographic Arts and Sciences at RIT.
The mask density ranges should equal 30% of the density
range of the original. Thirty percent of 2.00 (2.40 - 0.40
of the gray step wedge) equals a density range of 0.60. The
mask aimpoints are a Maximum density of 0.70 in the 0.40
density highlight step of the original and a Minimum density
of 0.10 in the 2.40 density shadow step. All density
readings are made with the densitometer zeroed on the base-
plus-fog. Exposure and development time (processor machine
speed) are adjusted to produce films that meet the
aimpoints. Exposure will primarily affect the Minimum
density value and development time will primarily affect the
Maximum density value.
Separation negatives are produced by placing a
principal mask and the transparency in register in a contact
exposure frame with a similar size sheet of Kodak Separation
Type One 4134 film. The orientation of mask to transparency
is emulsion to base. The orientation of transparency to
separation film is emulsion to emulsion. The base of the
mask is facing the glass which faces the exposing light
source. A photographic enlarger is
used for exposing. The
enlarger is set at a height of 40 inches from contacting
frame to the carrier stage of the enlarger.
A blue Wratten #47B filter is used to make the blue
separation negative. The green
principal mask is in
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register for the blue separation negative exposure. A trial
exposure of 22 seconds at f/4.5 was made. Processing is
similar to the procedure used for making masks.
A green Wratten #61 filter is used to make the green
separation negative. The red principal mask is placed in
register with the original for the green separation negative
exposure. A trial exposure of 27 seconds at f/4.5 was made.
A red Wratten #29 filter is used for the red separation
negative. The red principal mask is placed in register on
the transparency for the red separation exposure also. A
trial exposure of 44 seconds at f/4.5 was made.
Aimpoints for all three separation negatives are a
Maximum density of 1.40 in the 0.40 density step of the
original and a Minimum density of 0.40 in the 2.40 density
step of the original. All
aimpoints for all three
separation negatives must be within +0.03 density. As in
the making of the principal masks,
exposure and development
times are adjusted to meet these aimpoints.
A record of the number of pieces of film
used for masks
and separation negatives and
average approximate time spent
for production of each set of
separations appears in Table 2,
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Table 2.
RECORD OF NUMBER OF PIECES OF FILM FOR PRINCIPAL MASKS AND
SEPARATIONS AND AVERAGE REQUIRED TIME FOR EACH SET
OF SEPARATIONS.
SEPARATION SET #1 #2 #3 #4
Red PM 8 4 8 7
Green PM 3 9 3 5
Blue Sep 9 5 9 6
Green Sep 5 4 5 11
Red Sep
_6_ J_ 6 3
TOTAL 31 25 31 32
Approximate average time per separation set- 8 hours.
For this experiment, each image required an average of
30 pieces of masking and separation film. An average of
eight hours was required to produce a set of separations
with the required characteristics. The two principal masks
for each image were produced to have a density range of 0.60
(0.03 density) with the aimpoint densities varying by no
more than 0.03 density. The separation negatives for each
image were produced to the required density range of 1.00.





Tim Callahan, Addenda to the Kodak E-80 Dye
Transfer Manual: Masking and Separating Transparencies by
Contact , (Rochester Institute of Technology, 1982).
CHAPTER 8
RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT- SCANNER SEPARATIONS
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The first step required in the setup of any scanner to be
used to produce films with specific, repeatable
characteristics is to linearize. Linearization is the
calibration of the output signal of the scanner on film to
the activity of the developer in the film processor. The
film used to produce continuous-tone separations on the
Linoscan 4050 for this experiment was Fuji Scanner Film Type
21. The processor and developer used were a Kodak Versamat
automatic film processor with Kodak Versatone developer.
For the Linoscan 4050, the linearization exposure for
continuous-tone output is accomplished by mounting the film
on the exposing drum emulsion up, depressing the calibration
button on the scan-control panel, and starting the scanner.
On the exposing head of the 4050 are two knobs
for fine-
tuning the amount of light that is allowed to strike the
film. One knob, a coarse adjustment, allows selection of





allows more light to pass than the
"C"
position. The other
knob allows the selection of twelve neutral -density filters
ranging from minimal
(position 1) to substantial (position
12) filtration. As the exposing
head travels across the
exposing drum, a step
exposure is produced by switching to
the next neutral -densi ty filter position at approximately 30
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second intervals. The manufacturer suggests an exposure
using five positions for one aperture and switching to the
other aperture using the same five filter positions. The
film is then processed and the processor speed recorded.
The processed image on film is a series of ten 30-step
gray scales. A transmission densitometer zeroed on
base-
plus-fog is used to measure the density at marked
calibration steps 1 and 6. The correct combination of
aperture size and filtration (exposure) and processor speed
(development time) has been achieved when the desired
density range of the final separation films is measurable
within calibration steps 1 and 6.
Another calibration test using this aperture, filter
and processor speed is made and densitometer measurements
are made of each of the six calibration steps. These steps
are plotted on a linearization chart
supplied by the
manufacturer (See Figure 5. Linoscan 4050 Linearization
Chart). The plotted points will
allow the judgement of
entries to be made to the scanner
linearization computer.
The computer will calculate the
adjustments necessary to
expose the next calibration test
so that the plotted
calibration steps will be along the
straight solid black
line of the linearization chart indicating
a linearized
condition. It is important
to maintain the activity of
the
developer in the film processor
within tolerances for speed
and contrast.
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Figure 5. Linoscan 4050 Linearization Chart.
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developer will affect the linearization of the scanner.
Accurate control of the processor transport speed is also
critical .
The Linoscan 4050 electronic color scanner is an
analog/digital scanner. All scanner controls are regulated
and adjusted with microprocessors. The microprocessors are
programmed by assigning "control settings", abbreviated by
the manufacturer as "consets". Each microprocessor has 256
conset numbers ranging from -128 to 127. Sections of the
scanner contain groups of microprocessors to control
different functions.
Programs consist of various conset numbers to produce
the desired output. The programs are then stored in the
scanner. Sections of the program may be called up on the
display panel to note specific conset values or to make
changes. Hard copies of the programs are organized on a
Linoscan 4050 Program Sheet supplied by the manufacturer
(See Figure 6. Linoscan 4050 Program Sheet).
The
"Tran"
section controls how the scanner
"sees"
the
transparency. Adjustments may be made to how the scanner
reads the highlight (H), middletones (M/T), shadow (R
for





section controls the output signal that
allows varyng amounts
of light to expose the film.
Adjustments may be made to
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Figure 6. Linoscan 4050 Program Sheet.
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shadow, and quartertones in each of the four process colors.
Color correction consets control the amounts of Yellow,
Magenta, Cyan, and Black process colors that will contribute
to the reproduction of the Yellow, Magenta, Cyan, Blue,
Green, and Red colors in the original.
Additional functions include Under Color Removal (UCR),
Unsharp Masking (USM), and highlight and shadow limiters for
letterpress and flexo separations (HLT and SLT). HF is an
abbreviation for Highlight Flip. This function emulates the
function of a highlight mask by increasing highlight (0.0 -
0.30 density) contrast in continuous-tone separations. The
programs that are listed on the program sheets are
"basic"
programs for a particular transparency emulsion, printing
process, and printing conditions. The basic program is
modified for each specific original transparency to be
separated during the scanner setup.
For this experiment, no basic program existed for the
production of separation negatives for the dye transfer
process. No previous work was available to specify the
correct aimpoints or the shape of the required camera curve
of the separations for tone reproduction. Therefore,
production of separation negatives
with a scanner for the
first image involved more than simply mounting the




button. The test image was
separated at least four times.
Four prints were made from
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these sets of separations and evaluated so that refinements
could be made to the basic scanner program. Only after the
basic program was established could the system be said to be
calibrated for the production of color separations for the
dye transfer printing process.
The basic program used to produce the separations
evolved from a program designed to produce separation films
for prints made with Kodak Ektaflex photographic color print
materials. Research to find an appropriate proofing
material for this experiment revealed that the Ektaflex dye
colors were similar to the dye colors used in the dye
transfer process in terms of Hue Error and Grayness. The
dyes of these processes yield similar color gamuts as
plotted on a Graphic Arts Technical Foundation (GATF) Color
Triangle (See Figure 3, Chapter 6).
Don Hutcheson, Development Director for Royal Zenith,
remarked in an interview that he was conducting
research to
1.
produce separation films for Ektaflex materials.
Program
conset numbers were dictated over the
telephone and the
program was fine-tuned for conditions at
the Electronic
Color Imaging Lab at RIT (See
Figure 7. Linoscan 4050
Program #1.)
Separation films that produced an
acceptable image on
the Ektaflex materials
were used to expose the matrix film
for dye transfer. The
first printing of the test image was
a print that had good
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Figure 7. Linoscan 4050 Program #1.
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acceptable tone reproduction and visually appeared "flat",
lacking contrast (See Figure 8. Tone Reproduction Curve
#2.)
The program was changed to allow the scanner to produce
films with a longer density range. The exposure/development
combination was the same as that used for the first set of
separations. Adjustments were made to the SEP section of
the scanner program. The second print showed improved tone
reproduction with darker shadow areas. A plot of the tone
reproduction curve showed a lack of highl i ght-to-midtone
contrast (See Figure 9. Tone Reproduction Curve #3). A
Jones Diagram was constructed to derive a required camera
curve (See Figure 10. Jones Diagram for Dye Transfer
Process). A comparison of the plotted required curve and
the characteristic curves of the separation set #2 showed a
need to decrease the middletone and quartertone densities
(See Figure 11. Separation Set #2 Characteristic Curves).
This change is reflected in Program #3 by adjustments to the
SEP M/T and SEP HGR sections of the scanner (See Figure 12.
Linoscan 4050 Program Sheet #3).
Print #3 showed an improvement in hi ghl i ght-to-midtone
contrast, but there was also an
undesired decrease in
maximum density (See Figure 13. Tone Reproduction Curve
#4). At this point the scanner was
near the limits of
adjustment for the exposure and development time combination
being used. A new
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Figure 10. Jones
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Figure 13 Tone Reproduction Curve #4. Dye Transfer Test
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greater density range with an increase in development time.
The increased density range required new consets in the SEP
section to replicate the required camera curve (See Figure
14. Program Sheet #4).
Test print #4 showed slightly improved tone
reproduction overall with improvements in the highlight-to-
quartert one and midtone-to-shadow regions (See Figure 15.
Tone Reproduction Curve #5). A plot of the tone
reproduction curves of prints from scanner separation set #4
and from conventionally produced separations indicated
almost identical tone reproduction (See Figure 16. Tone
Reproduction Curve #6). Given the minimal improvement in
tone reproduction with the scanner program #4, it was
decided that the tone reproduction could be optimized by
lowering the pH of the printing dyes.
"Adding 28% Acetic Acid to the dye bath increases the




Addition of 10.5 mis of
28% Acetic Acid to 1 Liter of
"normal"
cyan dye, 6 mis to
the magenta dye, and 23.5 mis to the yellow will produce
dyes known as "normal +1/2 dyes". A doubling of these
Acetic Acid volumes to IL volumes of dyes will produce
"normal +1 dyes". The effect of this
change in pH of the
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Figure 15 Tone Reproduction Curve #5. Dye Transfer Test
Image Print #4 from scanner separations
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Figure 16 Tone Reproduction Curve #6. Dye Transfer Test
Print #4 from scanner separations and Test Image
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Fi gure 17. Tone Reproduction Curves #7.
Effect of change
in pH of dyes on tone
reproduction of Test Image
Print from conventional separations.
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The tone reproduction of the print made with the normal
+1 dyes plots almost directly on the 45-degree line
indicating theoretical perfect reproduction. The tone
reproduction plot of the print made with the normal +1/2
dyes plots very close to the desired reproduction curve.
Since the tone reproduction plot of the test print made from
conventionally-produced separations and printed with normal
dyes was similar to the tone reproduction plot of the test
print made from scanner-produced separations and also
printed with normal dyes, it was deduced that a plot of the
tone reproduction of the test print made from the scanner
set #4, printed with normal +1/2 dyes, would be very close
to the desired reproduction curve.
It was decided to produce the separations of the other
three images using program #4 and to print with
normal +1/2




pieces of film. These were
exposed and processed in a period of approximately
45




color separation per sheet
of film. The
4050 was required to be linearized
each day before
separations of an image could be
produced. This
linearization process was more of a fine-tuning adjustment,
and could be accomplished
in 15-30 minutes with one or
two





Interview with Don Hutcheson, Royal Zenith
Corporation, Moonachie, NJ , June 3, 1985.
2.
Tim Callahan, Introduction to Dye Transfer




Judges were presented with the eight dye transfer prints and
asked to rate each print for seven attributes. The four
judges were all instructors of the dye transfer process in
the School of Photographic Arts and Sciences at RIT, chosen
for their familiarity with the process. The eight prints
were all first-roll prints. Other than the use of normal
+1/2 dyes for the prints from the scanner separations, none
of the many printing controls described in Chapters 2 and 3
were used. The prints from conventionally-produced
separations negatives and the test image print from scanner
separations were printed with normal dyes.
Each judge was asked to rate each print on a scale of
one to ten for the seven attributes. All judging was done
under identical viewing conditions. A
standard viewing
booth illuminated with a standard light source (5000 degrees
Kelvin) was used. Judges were
allowed to compare the prints
with the original transparencies. Prints
were presented in
a random order with no
identification of production method.
Judges were reminded to consider
that each print was to be
rated as a first-roll print and
not as a finished print. A
reminder was also given to
consider each print independently
and not to try to compare
pairs of prints. A sample of the
judging sheet is
presented in Figure 18 (Sample Judging Sheet)
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These dye transfer prints are part of a thesis experiment for a Masters
degree In Printing Technology at Rochester Institute of Technology.
You have been asked to judge these prints because of your expertise
with the dye transfer process. Each print is the first printing from
a set of matrices.
Please rate the following attributes for each print by circling the
appropriate number, considering that each print is a first roll,
straight print.
GRAY BALANCE
Gray balance is achieved when the neutral gray areas of the original




Good tone reproduction depends on the ability to make the necessary
sacrifices in the tonal range of the reproduction where the effect
will be least noticeable. Good overall contrast of the print is a
function of tone reproduction.
123456789 10
RESOLUTION
The degree of resolution of a print is determined by the sharpness of
edges, lines, and corners; accurate registration of the
three layers










Color fidelity is the more specific
requirement that the colors and
tonal values of the





CoToT correction is determined by the
success of the color printer
to identify and correct the
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7 8 9 10
Figure 18. Sample Judging
Sheet.
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Data from the judging sheets was entered into a data
set for use with Minitab statistical software to perform
1.
several Analyses of Variance. A one-way Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA) is useful to determine if data from several
2.
populations have different means.
Each ANOVA presented contains two tables. The first
table indicates the F-ratio. The F-ratio is the quotient of
the variation of the sample means due to the factor being
studied divided by the variation of the sample means of the
other factors in the population (random error). When the
variation due to the factor being studied is much larger
than the variation due to random error, the null hypothesis
3.
that the sample means being tested are similar is rejected.
An F- table is consulted to determine how large the F-ratio
4.
must be to reject the null hypothesis. An F- table with an
alpha value of 0.05 is used.
The second table of the ANOVA summarizes the results of
each sample for the factor being tested. The sample size,
sample mean, sample standard deviation, and a 95% confidence
interval are given. The 95% confidence intervals give a
5.
graphic representation of how the means differ. "A
confidence interval consists of two values (a lower
confidence limit and an upper confidence limit) that provide
6.




intervals may be said to have
means whose differences are statistically
insignificant.
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The first ANOVA describes the means of all eight
prints for all seven attributes of quality given by the four
judges (See Figure 19. ANOVA #1). In this table,
"C2"
is
the column in the data set containing the identification of
the eight prints.
"CIO"
contains each score for each judge
and attribute. The
"MS"
column in the table indicates the
variation among the eight prints (28.71) is greater than the
variation within the prints (random error, 3.22). The F-
ratio is 8.92. A F-table for alpha=.05 is consulted. The
critical value for seven degrees of freedom in the numerator
and 216 degrees of freedom in the denominator is 2.01. The
null hypothesis that the means of the scores for the eight
prints are the same is rejected. The eight prints are
significantly different.
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Figure 19. ANOVA #1.




The second table in Figure 19 identifies the individual
prints and gives the mean of the scores of each print. For
each pair of prints 1 through 4, the negative numbers are
the prints from separation negatives produced conventionally
and the positive numbers are prints from separation
negatives produced with the electronic scanner. The means
of the scores of all the prints are close to five or better.
A score of five on the judging sheet indicates
"acceptable"
level of quality.
Clearly, the confidence intervals of the means of all
eight prints do not overlap. Observation of the four
confidence intervals of means of each method of production
determines a tighter grouping of the prints from
conventionally-produced separations than that of the
grouping of confidence intervals for prints from scanner
separations. The groupings also indicate only two
confidence intervals overlap for prints from
conventionally-
produced separations while three of four confidence
intervals overlap for prints from scanner separations. It
is difficult to claim from this test that one method of
production will produce prints of more
consistent quality
than the other. Mean scores of dye transfer prints from
conventionally-produced separations are significantly
different. Mean scores of prints from
scanner-produced
separations also differ significantly
despite the fact that
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the separations in each method were produced to meet
specific respective aimpoints.
These inconsistencies may be due to several factors;
variability in the production of the matrices and the
printing process, variability due to relative inexperience
on the part of the experimenter, and/or variability in the
judging of the prints. An ANOVA can be made to examine the
consistency of the judging (See Figure 20. ANOVA #2). A F-
ratio of 7.80 compared to a critical F-value (alpha=.05) of
2.60 indicates that the judging was significantly
inconsistent. The confidence interval further illustrates
this inconsistency. Only two out of four judges awarded
similar scores.
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Figure 20. ANOVA #2. Analysis of
Variance among the four
judges.
An ANOVA may be
constructed to compare the two methods
of production directly (See
Figure 21. ANOVA #3). The mean




separations is compared to the mean of the scores given the
prints produced from scanner separations. A F-ratio of 1.00
against a critical f-value (alpha=.05) of 3.84 indicates the
null hypothesis that the two population means are identical
cannot be rejected. The confidence interval table indicates
that for this experiment, the sample mean of the scores of
the prints from conventionally-produced separations is
slightly higher than that of the prints from scanner
separations. The difference here is not significant,
however.
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON C10
SOURCE DF SS MS F
C12 1 4.02 4.02 1.00
ERROR 222 892.11 4.02
TOTAL 223 896.13
INDIVIDUAL 95 PCT CI'S FOR MEAN
BASED ON POOLED STDEV
LEVEL N MEAN STDEV -+ + + +
-1 112 6.321 1.842 (
*
)
1 112 6.054 2.155 (
*
)
_+ + + +
POOLED STDEV - 2.005 5.70 6.00 6.30 6.60




The sample means of the two methods for each attribute
are compared in Figures 22 through 28 (ANOVAS #4-#10). For
this experiment, neither method of
separation production can
be judged significantly different for each attribute.
F-
ratios range from 0.32 to 2.06 against a
critical F-value of
4.17. Individual sample mean differences
are interesting to
note. In this experiment, prints
produced from conventional
separations scored slightly higher for Gray Balance,
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Psychological Reference Colors, Color Fidelity, Color
Correction, and Overall Acceptability. Prints produced from
scanner separations received slightly higher scores for Tone
Reproduction and Resolution. It is emphasized that no
attribute had significantly different scores. Sweeping
generalizations stating one method of production to be
better than the other for individual attributes of good
color reproduction cannot be made on the basis of this
experiment.
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INDIVIDUAL 95 PCT CI'S FOR MEAN
BASED ON POOLED STDEV
STDEV + + + +.
1.682 ( * )
2.228 ( * )
-_+ + + +.
5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0
ANOVA #4. Analysis of Variance between the two
methods for Gray Balance; -1= Conventional,
1=
scanner.














INDIVIDUAL 95 PCT CI'S FOR MEAN
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-+ + + +
6.00 6.60 7.20 7.80
ANOVA #5. Analysis of Variance between the two
methods for Tone Reproduction, -1= conventional
1= scanner.
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-1= conventi onal ,
two
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ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON C6
SOURCE DF SS MS F
CIO 1 2.00 2.00 0.54
ERROR 30 111.88 3.73
TOTAL 31 113.88
INDIVIDUAL 95 PCT CI'S FOR MEAN
BASED ON POOLED STDEV
LEVEL N MEAN STDEV -+ + + +
-1 16 6.688 1.250 ( * )
1 16 6.187 2.428 ( * )
_+ + + +
POOLED STDEV 1.931 5.25 6.00 6.75 7.50
Figure 25. ANOVA #7. Analysis of Variance between the two
methods for Psychological Reference Colors,
-1=
conventional, 1= scanner.











POOLED STDEV = 2.489
INDIVIDUAL 95 PCT CI'S FOR MEAN
BASED ON POOLED STDEV







+ + + +-
4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0
Figure 26. ANOVA #8. Analysis of Variance between the two
methods for Color Fidelity; -1= conventional,
1= scanner.
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Figure 27. ANOVA #9. Analysis of Variance
between the
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4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0
Figure 28. ANOVA #10. Analysis of Variance between the two






Barbara F. Ryan, Brian L. Joiner, and Thomas A.
Ryan, Jr., Minitab. (Duxbury Press, Boston, 1985), p. 193.
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Richard M. Jaeger, Statistics, A Spectator Sport,




The hypothesis that separation negatives produced by
electronic scanning will provide acceptable dye transfer
prints that require minimal use of the printing controls,
with greater consistency, than separation negatives produced
by conventional photographic techniques for dye transfer
prints has been proved correct. Color separation films can
be made using electronic color scanning techniques to
produce dye transfer prints of acceptable first-roll
quality. These scanner separations can be produced to
specific aimpoints consistently with a minimal amount of
time and materials. A group of dye transfer prints from
separations produced by electronic color scanning techniques
was judged to be of the same level of quality as a group of
dye transfer prints from color separations produced by
conventional methods.
The scanner separations of each image were produced in
approximately 45 minutes with three pieces of
10"xl6"
scanner separation film. A fine-tune adjustment to the
linearization of the Linoscan 4050 scanner was necessary
each day, requiring one or two pieces of film and 15-30
minutes. With the exception of the initial test image, all
transparencies were separated without rescanning. Each set
of separations made by the conventional method required
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approximately eight hours and an average of 30 pieces of
5"x7"
masking and separation film.
A basic program for the production of separations for
printing with Kodak Ektaflex materials was entered into a
Linoscan 4050 electronic color scanner. Dye transfer prints
of a test image were made using separations from the
Ektaflex program. A tone reproduction study was performed
and the basic program was modified. The separations that
produced the best tone reproduction had a density range of
1.80. Addenda to the Kodak E-80 Dye Transfer Manual
recommend a density range of 1.00 for separation films. The
conventional guidelines assume exposure of the matrix film
by projection from a photographic enlarger. Matrices from
scanner separations were exposed in a contact frame with a
point-light source. Differences in the amount of flare due
to light scattering account for the differences in the
required density range of the separations.
A tone reproduction study of a dye transfer print
printed from conventionally-produced separations to specific
aimpoints and printed with normal dyes indicated less than
desired tone reproduction. The same matrices were printed
with normal +1/2 dyes to give a tone
reproduction curve that
plotted almost directly on the desired tone
reproduction
curve. Dye transfer prints from the
scanner separations
(Program #4) exhibited similar tone
reproduction problems when
printed with normal dyes. Use of normal +1/2 dyes
for
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prints from the scanner separations produced prints with
acceptable tone reproduction.
For this experiment, the emphasis was on production of
acceptable first-roll prints. Many controls exist to
optimize printing results from a given set of matrices. An
optimized color print is an exceptionally subjective
determination. Creation of a rigid set of standards to
produce perfect dye transfer prints from many disparate
images would be very difficult. However, it is possible to
produce acceptable dye transfer prints that require minimal
use of the printing controls from separations produced more
consistently and efficiently by the electronic color
scanner.
Although the dramatic savings in time and film realized
in this experiment were for conditions found in the
facilities at RIT, similar increases in productivity are a
possibility for the commercial dye
transfer labs. Printers
have used electronic scanning techniques to reduce the time
to produce a set of separations from eight hours to
an
industry average of thirty minutes. A
similar increase in
productivity seems necessary
if the dye transfer labs and
conventional retouchers are to remain more cost-effective
than operators of electronic imaging color pre-press
systems
to produce artwork of the
highest quality for advertising
agencies.
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An increase in productivity may help to lower the cost
of the dye transfer process to photographers. Among the few
photographic color print processes regarded as archival,
many photographers prefer the qualities that are inherent in
the dye transfer processes. These photographers represent a
potential new market to the dye transfer labs.
Scanner manufacturers and color separation houses may
realize new markets in the dye transfer industry.
Separation houses that already work with advertising
agencies may be able to work with the dye transfer labs to
produce dye prints with characteristics for optimum
reproduction. Overall, adoption of electronic color
scanning techniques for the dye transfer process will help
ensure the predominance of the highest quality color
photographic printing process commercially available.
CHAPTER 11
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
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A useful aid to the scanner operator in preparing color
separations for the dye transfer process would be the
ability to proof the separations before printing.
Experiments were performed to investigate the use of Kodak
Ektaflex materials as a proofing medium. The Ektaflex dye
set is similar to the dye transfer dye set in terms of hue
error and grayness, but the tone reproduction is not
similar. Three of four color channels on the
Linoscan 4050
are used to produce separations for dye transfer printing.
It may be possible to
program the Black channel to produce a
proper Contrast Reduction Mask. This mask would be
placed
on each separation for exposure to the
Ektaflex negative
sheet. The subsequent print might






values were based on the




color correction for the
dye transfer dyes with
Ektachrome
originals. However, the testing
results indicated that
color correction was
one of the weakest
attributes of the
prints.
Optimization of the color
correction section of the
96
scanner is the next logical step. A program for Kodachrome
originals would also be useful.
A problem that contributes to the difficulty of the dye
transfer process is the accurate judgement of correct matrix
film exposure. Determination of matrix exposure is
currently performed by making step exposures across a
section of representative highlights in the separations.
The matrix test strips are then soaked in the dye bath and
evaluated visually for correct density. Experimentation
needs to be performed correlating matrix highlight density
with separation negative highlight density. This would need
to be done with a standardized matrix processing technique.
Experimentation could be done using halftone negative
separation films for the dye transfer process. Continuous-
tone separations are uncommon in the graphic arts industry.
Acceptance of halftone separations for the gravure process
has reduced demand for production of the once-standard
continuous-tone separations. Separation houses may be
reluctant to produce continuous-tone separations for dye
transfer printers. Separations with a fine screen ruling
(150-200 lines per inch) may produce dye transfer prints
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The prints in this appendix are reproductions of the dye
transfer prints prepared for this experiment. They are
presented to give the reader an approximate idea of the
prints used in the testing. The reproductions are
Dupont Chromalin proofs from separations made on a Hell
DC-300 B electronic color scanner. Separations were
made directly from the dye transfer prints. Efforts
were made to keep the scanner settings constant for
all separations, but significant and inconsistent
differences exist between the original dye transfer
prints and the reproductions. Conclusions regarding
the results of the experiment can not be made on the
basis of these reproductions. The original dye transfer
prints are in the experimenter's possession.
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Reproduction of Test Image dye transfer print made from
conventional separations.






Reproduction of Test Image dye transfer print made from
scanner separations.
Photo by Allan Six and Tim Callahan.
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Reproduction of dye transfer print made from conventional
separations.
Photo by Deb Bork.
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Reproduction of dye transfer print made from scanner
separations .
Photo by Deb Bork.
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Reproduction of dye transfer print made from scanner
separations. Photo by Tim Callahan.
10!
Reproduction of dye transfer print made from conventional
separations .
Photo by Tim Callahan.
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Reproduction of dye transfer print made from conventional
separations. Photo by Allan Six.
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Reproduction of dye transfer printmade from scanner
separations. Photo by Allan Six.
